
RFP No. 2022-002 - Questions & Answers

1. How many years of support/maintenance would you like you included in the proposal?  Our assumption
is 1 year; just clarifying.

For all equipment, a standard one year support / maintenance would suffice.  However, we would like to
have multi-year support for the critical devices such as the firewall and core switch(es).  With all
remaining switches, we have included in the bid to ask participants to provide pricing for additional
switches that we will keep in house for replacements as needed.

2. Would you share your current 1000D daily average/max CPU and RAM utilization as well as throughput
(daily avg/max or weekly graph)?

Below are the average / max values of our current FortiGate 1000D system:

CPU = 36% average utilization across all cores
RAM = 50% utilization on average with a max of approx. 58%
Internal Traffic = Approx. 1 Gbps during peak times with spikes up to 2.5 Gbps to 3 Gbps on occasion
(district wide)
Internet Traffic = Approx. 500 Mbps with peaks up to 1.5 to 2 Gbps on occasion (district wide)
Total Sessions = Approx. 120,000 during peak times

3. Architecturally, is there a desired number of 10G, 25G, or 40G interfaces on the new firewall
(understanding currently each 1000D connects to the Core Switch and ISPs with a 10G connection in
each North/South direction)?

We do utilize existing 10 G connections both between in Internet Service provider.  In the 2023-24
school year we do anticipate having 2 totally separate 5 Gbps Internet connections which will require 10
G ports to support.  Additionally, between our existing core switch (HP 5412R zl) and our FortiGate, we
also employ a 10 G connection with the FortiGate 1000D providing all the layer 3 routing between all
district subnets and VLANs.

a. May we take the liberty the propose our optimal connectivity architecture/link speeds between
the Core Switch and NGFW?
We do recommend we can, at the minimum, maintain the current connectivity / link speeds
between that we currently have between our core switch and NGFW.  We are interested,
however, if there are other configurations that might work better either with consolidating the
core switch capabilities with the firewall systems or, if stacking options are available, ideas
around how we can better optimize the hardware layout that provides both solid network
performance across all subnets / VLANs as well as provide the district a better position for
resiliency among the system in the event of an outage or switch failure.

b. If 10G, 25G, or 40G is needed, how many ports are being requested?
All switches must minimally have 10G ports for WAN uplinks (2 separate single mode fiber
pairs, one short haul and one long haul) to each district building (see district network map as it
designates where the 10G uplinks are required).  We also employ 10G uplinks across all
switches at the LAN level at each building via multi mode fiber (district network map also
designates those uplinks as well).  Additionally the spreadsheet that shows the SFP+ modules
included in the bid will also show the total number of 10G links we currently have.



Based on what we have monitored throughout the years, 10G links are still under utilized within
our network but having the option to upgrade to 25G or a 40G if changes in tech warrant the
move is not a bad option to have for future expansion if needed.

4. Looking at the Core Switch POE Budget information provided, there is actually only 5W of POE in use,
which would indicate PoE really isn’t being used at all.

a. (- Total PoE Available Power = 3294 W - Total Remaining PoE Power = 3289 W)
b. Is POE support a truly a hard requirement for the 1G RJ-45 ports in the Core Switch?

Not so much on the core switch.  We can make alterations for a couple of items in the data room
that do use PoE by connecting them to the Admin edge switch that will also be located in the
same data room.

c. If POE is not a hard requirement for the Core Switch, may we propose alternative RJ-45 ports
for the Core Switch offer higher speeds than just 1G?
The core switch, as you have mentioned, may not need PoE+ functionality on the core switch.
We do have a small number of devices on the core switch utilizing PoE (a VoIP phone set and a
PoE camera) directly in the data room where the core switch resides.  The majority of 1G RJ-45
ports connect directly to servers and other routers / switches located in the room that do not
require PoE.  Again, we also have our Admin building switches (see district network map) that
also reside in the same data room whereas we can reroute those PoE devices if need be.

5. On the bid response our team has a question if it needs to be a sealed envelope response or if an
email will work for you?
Vendor bid submissions do not need to be sealed bids.  Since the information will likely be quote based,
you may send your bid submissions via email to Shaun Kohl, Director of Technology with his contact
information on the original bid document.  We only require that any documents submitted be emailed
and received no later than the date and time listed on the RFP documentation.


